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Combatives, both in the sense of a set of techniques as well as a complete system, runs on very
specific principles. These principles differ significantly from traditional martial arts and sport
fighting systems. Most frequently combatives are applied within combat, law enforcement,
security or self defense contexts. This means that the risk of severe injury or death is ever
present. When we don't understand or incorporate true combative principles into our training we
run the risk of losing within a context where losing can cost us our lives.In this Little Book:The 3
main contextual considerations when it comes to combatives training and development.The
importance of understanding your context and the factors that are influenced by
context.Introduction to the Combative Triad.The core principles for successfully managing close
combat incidents.Considerations on what needs to be included in training to successfully
incorporate these principles.The "Schalk's Little Book Series" is a collection of concise
treatments on certain martial arts and combative related themes and topics. All the books are
just under 10 000 words in length and purposefully designed to be easily digested and
referenced.Terry Trahan: "Each time I read a new title by Schalk, I get happy, because good,
useful information is about to get in the hands of people that need it. These "Little Books" are
extremely valuable, and written in a very concise yet readable style. The newest one in your
hands now, gives a very good overview of the training principles that really are universal, and
important to successfully navigating the real world use of Combatives. There is no fluff between
these covers, no padding of the lessons, just like Combatives, they are short, to the point, and if
understood and trained, give you great bang for your buck. There is also plenty of room in this
short book to work and wrestle with the lessons, to really make them yours, and apply them. I
can't recommend this enough. Good, usable, concise, well presented, and accurate. This is a
book you will keep going back to, as your eyes open, and your understanding grows."Dragan
Milojevic: "Mr. Holloway definitely delivers the good stuff with this one. Although the book would
be best used in conjunction with The Maul. Be as it may, while most martial and combative
books deal with WHAT to train, this Little Book is mostly about HOW. Regardless of what system
or method of combat you are practicing, and for which purpose, if the main criterion is its
functional effectiveness, you will find great lessons and reap big benefits from this little book. If
you are a student, having this information under you belt will enable you to run the process of
selection of a school to train in with maximum clarity and least frustration. As an instructor, this
material will be invaluable for putting together the best possible curriculum and progression for
the optimal results. With focus on working your software that runs your hardware, adhering to the
advice in Schalk's Little Book will take you long way in the right direction, helping you to get
where you want with greatest certainty."Mike "Ronin" Keller: "Schalk has done it again with his
Little Book of Combative Principles! A follow up book to his groundbreaking work "The Maul",
this one is simply extraordinary. This concisely-written and short essay on the overarching
principles of combatives covers the gamut from unarmed to armed concepts that are necessary



to survive and prevail in a violent encounter. No other book I have read has the breadth and
depth of this treatise. This books hits the mark with having enough material across a wide range
of areas without the fluff. Learn from this leading expert on armed and unarmed combat by
purchasing and studying what is contained within, it is well worth your time. This is in my must-
read category."



Schalk's Little Book of Combative PrinciplesTurn any martial art into a true combatives
system.Schalk HollowayCopyright © 2021 Schalk HollowayAll rights reserved.No part of this
book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written
permission of the publisher.Dedicated to all of those combative and martial arts practitioners
that are truly seeking mastery.AcknowledgementsA sincere thank you to Misters Terry Trahan,
Mike “Ronin” Keller, Dragan Milojevic and Gavin Coleman for taking the time to proof read and
help me tighten up what is already a concise treatment. English is not my first language. I speak
it fairly well but I still think in Afrikaans. Your help and guidance is much
appreciated.ContentsTitle PageCopyrightDedicationAcknowledgementsIntroductionPart 1The
Close Combat Incident & CombativesThe Necessity of Process MindednessThe Combative
TriadPart 2“Know your desired Outcome.”“Assessment is a part of the Process.”“When you Enter
is just as important as how you Enter.”“Always keep two hands on the problem.”“Your first fight is
for Control, your second fight is to Finish.”“Keep moving forward at all times.”“Never assume a
reaction or response.”“The goal of force application is compliance.”“Robust and powerful
techniques should be favoured.”“Don’t jerk-off in my class.”“Retain initiative at all
times.”“Everything has to survive pressure testing.”Books By This AuthorPraise For AuthorAbout
The AuthorIntroductionA while ago I mentioned to a friend in the States that, traditionally, we as
South Africans were quite cut off from good learning material when it came to self-defense and
combatives. As I get older and I dig around I find that there is amazing content, specifically in the
form of print and video media, from the 1990’s and earlier. During this time however, our country
was globally isolated, facing a tremendous amount of trade sanctions. The odds of those books
or videos landing here were extremely small. Moving into the 21st century, especially with the
proliferation of blogs on the internet, access slowly started to open up. Gone were the days of
having to rely on the traditional martial arts for self-defense - we could finally catch up. From here
I started reading, quite avidly, voices like Marc MacYoung, Rory Miller, Wim De Meer and Loren
Christensen to name but a few. The point I want to get to however is this:As I’m getting older, and
as I’m discovering some of that pre-21st century material, I’m reminded again that there simply
isn’t very much that’s new under the sun.I say this from a desire to be a person of integrity: I
firmly believe that many of the principles in this book, or at least, parts of their application can be
found in others’ earlier work. Just the other day, I found a post on Facebook concerning the
combative principles of attachment and adhesion (which one of the proof readers says he first
came across in the work of the late Bob Orlando). These principles dovetail quite a bit with my
principle of Positive Contact as described in this Little Book. This is tremendously comforting as
it serves as an external verification point to what I’ve discovered on my own journey.Does this
mean you can only expect a regurgitation of what’s already available out there? No, I sincerely
don’t think so. The book is structured in such a way that the principles make systemic sense.



That means you will be able to use them to shape whatever you are currently doing in a more
combative direction irrespective of your point of departure. Obviously I am a product of my own
training, experience and background, but I’m also confident in my unique method of thorough
thinking and development. I’m positive that you will find value in this treatment.I warn you
however, like all my books, this one won’t be easy to digest either. I’m confident that I write in a
legible (thanks to my proof-readers) and understandable manner, but all my books require that
you also do your own thinking and development to integrate what you have learned into your
journey. It’s been interesting to see that, and I say this respectfully, lazy or recreational readers
occasionally struggle with my work. They are either there for “the next best thing” (lazy reader) or
simply for an enjoyable experience (recreational reader); there are people in both of these
categories that struggle with my work as they didn’t necessarily sign up for the post-reading
effort required for integration. No hard feelings with either though - as long as I can add some
value I’m happy.Lastly, let me add the following: The reason the principles are in parenthesis is
that these principles are literally what gets repeated verbally, including frequently being
screamed and shouted, to and at our clients. Over and over and over we repeat these principles
to them. We teach on them, we coach on them, we reflect and debrief on them, we even
discipline on them. These are the principles that drive everything we do. Yes, from my personal
training and experience background, we have our technique and procedure sets that we teach
our clients but those are simply the tools in the toolbox. Everything we do is based on these
principles and we make sure to drive them consistently, purposefully and hard through all of our
training spaces.My wish, as always, is that this book provides immense value to your own
combative journey. Enjoy.Part 13 IMPORTANT CONTEXTUAL CONSIDERATIONSThe Close
Combat Incident & CombativesIs is important to revisit, or for some, to try and establish, a
working definition of a close combat incident (hereinafter mostly referred to as a CCI) due to the
following axiom:The purpose of combatives are to assist in the resolution of a close combat
incident.Combatives, as both an approach to martial arts as well as individual techniques,
should be selected and deployed purposefully to assist in resolving a close combat incident.
Thus it is important to define what such an incident is to better understand combatives within
that context. In The Maul Book we described it asAn incident that occurs within arms length, and
that requires a combative application of force to resolve. It may be defensive or offensive in
nature. Holloway, Schalk; Coleman, Gavin. The Maul: Preparing for the Chaos of Close
Combatives (p. 5). Kindle Edition.In unpacking this definition we can add the following in relation
to combatives:An incident that occurs within arms length.Range is one of the primary drivers of
tactics, and, as such, tools, techniques and procedures required to reach certain outcomes. In
The Maul Book we focused mostly on hand to hand and shorter edged and pointed weapons;
however, it is not necessarily that combatives are only focused on these weapon categories.
Combatives might be deployed alongside firearms, as well as through the use of other cold (non
firing, as in not firearms in this context) weapons. Irrespective of the weapon type or platform, the
one primary determining factor for the use of combatives is a close range. We define this range



as being within arms length for ease of use and remembrance, it might however be slightly
longer when considering certain cold weapons.That requires a combative application of force to
resolve.A good leading question to unpacking this point would be the following: Why are we
referring specifically to a combative application of force? A close combat incident is any incident
where we are essentially attempting to use the application of force, in the sense of mass times
acceleration, to force an individual or group of individuals to do something against their will.
Combatives are specifically deployed to control, detain, hurt and/or damage others with the goal
of getting them to start or stop doing something that is not their intention to start or stop doing.
Understanding that all violence is inherently complex, extremely dynamic, and therefore mostly
has unpredictable outcomes, the goal should also be to force this compliance as fast as
possible and, in so doing, limit potential for injury to the practitioner or his team mates.
Combatives, as well as their respective tactics, tools, techniques and procedures, should be
selected in line with this primary requirement of fast resolution.Defensive or offensive in
nature.Whereas a close combat incident might be defensive or offensive in nature, combatives
are neutral. Combatives should be effective both within defensive or offensive situations. There
might be specific combatives selected within certain scenarios, but this would be purely
because they would be more apt to accomplish whatever next outcome is required. There is,
and should be, no differentiation between defensive or offensive combatives. Combatives are
simply tools deployed to accomplish a specific goal within the moment.The Necessity of
Process Mindedness
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South Africans were quite cut off from good learning material when it came to self-defense and
combatives. As I get older and I dig around I find that there is amazing content, specifically in the
form of print and video media, from the 1990’s and earlier. During this time however, our country
was globally isolated, facing a tremendous amount of trade sanctions. The odds of those books
or videos landing here were extremely small. Moving into the 21st century, especially with the
proliferation of blogs on the internet, access slowly started to open up. Gone were the days of
having to rely on the traditional martial arts for self-defense - we could finally catch up. From here
I started reading, quite avidly, voices like Marc MacYoung, Rory Miller, Wim De Meer and Loren
Christensen to name but a few. The point I want to get to however is this:As I’m getting older, and
as I’m discovering some of that pre-21st century material, I’m reminded again that there simply
isn’t very much that’s new under the sun.I say this from a desire to be a person of integrity: I
firmly believe that many of the principles in this book, or at least, parts of their application can be
found in others’ earlier work. Just the other day, I found a post on Facebook concerning the
combative principles of attachment and adhesion (which one of the proof readers says he first
came across in the work of the late Bob Orlando). These principles dovetail quite a bit with my
principle of Positive Contact as described in this Little Book. This is tremendously comforting as
it serves as an external verification point to what I’ve discovered on my own journey.Does this
mean you can only expect a regurgitation of what’s already available out there? No, I sincerely
don’t think so. The book is structured in such a way that the principles make systemic sense.
That means you will be able to use them to shape whatever you are currently doing in a more
combative direction irrespective of your point of departure. Obviously I am a product of my own
training, experience and background, but I’m also confident in my unique method of thorough
thinking and development. I’m positive that you will find value in this treatment.I warn you
however, like all my books, this one won’t be easy to digest either. I’m confident that I write in a
legible (thanks to my proof-readers) and understandable manner, but all my books require that
you also do your own thinking and development to integrate what you have learned into your
journey. It’s been interesting to see that, and I say this respectfully, lazy or recreational readers
occasionally struggle with my work. They are either there for “the next best thing” (lazy reader) or
simply for an enjoyable experience (recreational reader); there are people in both of these
categories that struggle with my work as they didn’t necessarily sign up for the post-reading
effort required for integration. No hard feelings with either though - as long as I can add some
value I’m happy.Lastly, let me add the following: The reason the principles are in parenthesis is
that these principles are literally what gets repeated verbally, including frequently being
screamed and shouted, to and at our clients. Over and over and over we repeat these principles
to them. We teach on them, we coach on them, we reflect and debrief on them, we even
discipline on them. These are the principles that drive everything we do. Yes, from my personal
training and experience background, we have our technique and procedure sets that we teach
our clients but those are simply the tools in the toolbox. Everything we do is based on these
principles and we make sure to drive them consistently, purposefully and hard through all of our



training spaces.My wish, as always, is that this book provides immense value to your own
combative journey. Enjoy.Part 13 IMPORTANT CONTEXTUAL CONSIDERATIONSThe Close
Combat Incident & CombativesIs is important to revisit, or for some, to try and establish, a
working definition of a close combat incident (hereinafter mostly referred to as a CCI) due to the
following axiom:The purpose of combatives are to assist in the resolution of a close combat
incident.Combatives, as both an approach to martial arts as well as individual techniques,
should be selected and deployed purposefully to assist in resolving a close combat incident.
Thus it is important to define what such an incident is to better understand combatives within
that context. In The Maul Book we described it asAn incident that occurs within arms length, and
that requires a combative application of force to resolve. It may be defensive or offensive in
nature. Holloway, Schalk; Coleman, Gavin. The Maul: Preparing for the Chaos of Close
Combatives (p. 5). Kindle Edition.In unpacking this definition we can add the following in relation
to combatives:An incident that occurs within arms length.Range is one of the primary drivers of
tactics, and, as such, tools, techniques and procedures required to reach certain outcomes. In
The Maul Book we focused mostly on hand to hand and shorter edged and pointed weapons;
however, it is not necessarily that combatives are only focused on these weapon categories.
Combatives might be deployed alongside firearms, as well as through the use of other cold (non
firing, as in not firearms in this context) weapons. Irrespective of the weapon type or platform, the
one primary determining factor for the use of combatives is a close range. We define this range
as being within arms length for ease of use and remembrance, it might however be slightly
longer when considering certain cold weapons.That requires a combative application of force to
resolve.A good leading question to unpacking this point would be the following: Why are we
referring specifically to a combative application of force? A close combat incident is any incident
where we are essentially attempting to use the application of force, in the sense of mass times
acceleration, to force an individual or group of individuals to do something against their will.
Combatives are specifically deployed to control, detain, hurt and/or damage others with the goal
of getting them to start or stop doing something that is not their intention to start or stop doing.
Understanding that all violence is inherently complex, extremely dynamic, and therefore mostly
has unpredictable outcomes, the goal should also be to force this compliance as fast as
possible and, in so doing, limit potential for injury to the practitioner or his team mates.
Combatives, as well as their respective tactics, tools, techniques and procedures, should be
selected in line with this primary requirement of fast resolution.Defensive or offensive in
nature.Whereas a close combat incident might be defensive or offensive in nature, combatives
are neutral. Combatives should be effective both within defensive or offensive situations. There
might be specific combatives selected within certain scenarios, but this would be purely
because they would be more apt to accomplish whatever next outcome is required. There is,
and should be, no differentiation between defensive or offensive combatives. Combatives are
simply tools deployed to accomplish a specific goal within the moment.The Necessity of
Process MindednessSeeing as we are deploying combatives to resolve an incident, it then



stands to reason we need to treat an incident correctly. Let’s consider certain principles:Any
incident is a process with a start and a finish.Many practitioners, if not expressed verbally but in
their training, approach incidents as events with only one segment or stage. They isolate, what
might be valid, individual segments of a complete CCI and then train responses to them as
separate techniques. Consider, if you will, certain Krav Maga and close combat systems, training
an isolated weapon disarm or a strike defense and response. I’ve frequently seen this type of
practitioner fall apart within pressure testing as well as actual CCIs. CCIs are highly dynamic -
everything is constantly changing. In a certain sense the CCI is a storm to be navigated; the CCI
is in charge and it’s the job of the practitioner to ride it out as effectively and efficiently as
possible. A practitioner should be able to navigate this dynamism by deploying combatives,
moment to moment, as and when and where the CCI requires them to be deployed. Our use of
combatives should thus allow us to effectively and efficiently navigate a CCI from the start, right
through all the messy bits in the middle, to the finish.Always aim to resolve the CCI as early in
the process as possible.Bearing the above principle in mind we don’t need a mindset which
drags out the process unnecessarily. If it is possible to select combatives which will allow us to
resolve the CCI sooner we should do so. Any combatives selected should still drive us towards
our required outcome, that is to say, we should still finish where we intended to finish. As one
becomes more proficient, there is usually an opportunity to shorten the duration of the middle
segment of the CCI. Practically, this means that the effectiveness of a technique selected and
deployed at a specific stage of the process may actually complete the whole process for us. For
example, an Entry strike that actually knocks the opponent down and unconscious allowing the
practitioner to immediately arrest. Or, as another example, consider a Takedown applied
forcefully enough that it provides immediate compliance for whatever Finish the practitioner
needs to apply.
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Dave, “Recommend for Professionals.. There is quite a bit of useful information here for the
Professional, but insofar as the civilian is concerned the focus is primarily on a Professional’s
need to detain/arrest.Strategy and tactics are what I picked this up for, which are absent from
these pages and there is a lot of focus on what to favor for what situation rather than fluid
principle.Maybe that works for some, maybe not. I enjoyed the Author’s other book on
Fundamentals and find them really useful, but this book, while I found it easy to digest, does not
really provide much for me that would be useful.The Author is a great writer and does well in
explaining concepts and I would recommend this book for professionals looking for an edge,
although I am not a fan of the formulaic approach to the dirty business of violence… One cannot
assume, although one cannot rule it out entirely either.Overall, in that regard, good work and
great read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Priceless guidelines. Mr. Holloway definitely delivers the good stuff with
this one. Although the book would be best used in conjunction with The Maul.Be as it may, while
most martial and combative books deal with WHAT to train, this Little Book is mostly about
HOW. Regardless of what system or method of combat you are practicing, and for which
purpose, if the main criterion is its functional effectiveness, you will find great lessons and reap
big benefits from this little book. If you are a student, having this information under you belt will
enable you to run the process of selection of a school to train in with maximum clarity and least
frustration. As an instructor, this material will be invaluable for putting together the best possible
curriculum and progression for the optimal results.With focus on working your software that runs
your hardware, adhering to the advice in Schalk's Little Book will take you long way in the right
direction, helping you to get where you want with greatest certainty.”

The book by Schalk Holloway has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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